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Safety And Hazards Management In
When workplace health and safety procedures are correctly followed, businesses can avoid and reduce costs such as disability benefits, medical care, and even frequent sick leaves.
Addressing occupational safety hazards before employees head back to work
Safety has come a long way over the years, and much of it thanks to emerging technology. Here are some of the ways that technology is keeping workers safe in Virginia.
How technology is creating safety for workers in manufacturing
Brinkmann Pumps, Inc. Earns Exemplary "MSHARP" Workplace Safety and Health Status. LANSING, Mich. - Brinkmann Pumps, Inc. of Wixom, MI is now one of seven Michigan companies recog ...
Brinkmann Pumps, Inc. Earns Exemplary "MSHARP" Workplace Safety and Health Status
Progress in decommissioning of the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant, improved assessment of external hazards such as earthquakes, regulatory and safety upgrades implemented at nuclear power ...
A Decade of Progress in Safety Since the Fukushima Daiichi Accident Highlighted at the Annual Forum of the International Nuclear Safety Group
Hyundai Motor Group (the Group) today introduced ‘Factory Safety Service Robot (hereafter referred to as the Robot)’, a robot for industrial site safety, and announced its pilot operation at Kia’s ...
Spot Robot Dog Sniffs Out Risks and Safety Hazards for Kia
Approximately eight buildings collapse every year, worldwide. But the recent collapse of the Champlain Towers in Surfside, Fla., which claimed the lives of four Canadians, was a dramatic example of wh ...
Industry Perspectives Op-Ed: Five tips for minimizing structural damage and keeping occupants safe
Stellantis is exploring Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) and Safety Cloud® technologies in North America, giving drivers advanced notification warnings of potential hazards in their path. “Greater ...
Stellantis Testing New Connected Car Safety Features in N.A.
Concept: Connecticut-based technology startup Triax Technologies (Triax) has rolled out Spot-r Suite, an IoT-powered versatile labor-management platform. The platform improves worksite safety ...
Triax’s IoT-Powered Suite Optimizes Workplace Safety and Efficiency
A Philippine Health-Care Waste Management Project (PHCWMP) will be implemented by the government to address the huge waste problem brought about by the coronavirus disease 2019 (Covid-19) pandemic.
DENR pushes for safe disposal of hazardous wastes
To combat the hazards associated with extreme heat exposure – both indoors and outdoors – the White House announced enhanced and expanded efforts the U.S.
US Department of Labor Announces Enhanced, Expanded Measures to Protect Workers from Hazards of Extreme Heat, Indoors and Out
Stellantis said it was exploring Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) and Safety Cloud technology in North America, giving drivers advanced notification...Read ...
Stellantis trials connected safety notifications in North America
Hyundai Motor Group unveils its latest factory technology developed with Boston Dynamics - ‘Factory Safety Service Robot’ ...
Hyundai Launches ‘Factory Safety Service Robot’
Netradyne, an artificial intelligence (AI) and edge computing company focusing on driver and fleet safety, has announced it has been selected by Savage, a global provider of industry infrastructure ...
Savage Chooses Netradyne to Enable Safety for Fleet of Medium-, Heavy-Duty Trucks
St. Lawrence County's risk manager and compliance officer will be visiting village of Massena facilities to look for any safety or liability issues. Jody Wenzel is the risk manager for the St.
St. Lawrence County risk manager visiting municipalities to look for potential safety hazards
Analysis also includes data on which cities have the highest fatal collision rate in autumn Fall Driving Dangers Infographic This is the first part of a series of seasonal road safety advisory ...
Teletrac Navman Releases Infographic on Driving Dangers of Fall: Highlighting the Most Dangerous States and Cities to Drive in the U.S.
Training is of paramount importance for first responders, whether they’re new to the job or have decades of experience. In an effort to extend its outreach to emergency service workers in Westmoreland ...
WCCC public-safety classes set to start this month
Innovation and tech certainly appear to be creating a shift change, in terms of how duty holders and organisations are seeking to manage and control its work-related road risk (“WRRR”).
New technology driving change in road safety
PG&E “is a convicted felon that poses a safety hazard to California," U.S. District Judge William Alsup told the utility's lawyers. “My job is to rehabilitate you and that is what I am going to do ...
Judge digs deeper into PG&E's suspected role in Dixie Fire, says utility 'poses a safety hazard'
Strong wind, hazardous surf and sheep graziers warnings have been issued for the Illawarra and South Coast for the next 24 hours. The Bureau of Meteorology says gale force winds are expected along the ...
Strong wind and hazardous surf warnings have been issued for the Illawarra
The settlement requires Ulta, a Bolingbrook, Il., firm, to pay $439,500 in civil penalties, $250,000 in plaintiffs’ costs, and $62,500 in supplemental environmental projects ...
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